Along with featuring original compositions and group arrangements, this semester we are pleased to introduce vocalist Sofia Smith to our Small Jazz Ensemble. Also a special “Thank You!” goes to our friend Jason Ennis for helping us out this semester by playing bass guitar. Enjoy the music:

**The Williams Jazz Septet**  
Students of Avery Sharpe

*Peresina* - McCoy Tyner  
*Daahoud* - Max Roach/Clifford Brown  
*Running Man* - Avery Sharpe  
*Sky Dive* - Freddie Hubbard  
*We Are Our Fathers' Sons* - Avery Sharpe  
*Byrd Like* - Freddie Hubbard  
*Pass It On* - Dave Holland

John E. Ferguson ’18, tenor saxophone/double bass  
Jared B. Berger ’21, trumpet  
William C. Doyle ’19, trombone/tuba  
Peter G. Duke ’21, piano  
Jeffrey S. Pearson ’20, guitar  
Joshua R. Greenzeig ’20, drums  
Rachel E. Porter ’20, double bass/electric bass

**Tuesday, December 5, 2017**  
7:00 p.m.  

Brooks-Rogers Recital Hall  
Williamstown, Massachusetts

Please turn off cell phones. No photography or recording is permitted.